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Refolding aggregated proteins is essential in combating cellular proteotoxic stress. Together with Hsp70, Hsp100 chaperones, including *Escherichia coli* ClpB, form a powerful disaggregation machine that threads aggregated polypeptides through the central pore of tandem adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase) rings. To visualize protein disaggregation, we determined cryo–electron microscopy structures of inactive and substrate-bound ClpB in the presence of adenosine 5′-O-(3-thiotriphosphate), revealing closed AAA+ rings with a pronounced seam. In the substrate-free state, a marked gradient of resolution, likely corresponding to mobility, spans across the AAA+ rings with a dynamic hotspot at the seam. On the seam side, the coiled-coil regulatory domains are locked in a horizontal, inactive orientation. On the opposite side, the regulatory domains are accessible for Hsp70 binding, substrate targeting, and activation. In the presence of the model substrate casein, the polypeptide threads through the entire pore channel and increased nucleotide occupancy correlates with higher ATPase activity. Substrate-induced domain displacements indicate a pathway of regulated substrate transfer from Hsp70 to the ClpB pore, inside which a spiral of loops contacts the substrate. The seam pore loops undergo marked displacements, along with ordering of the regulatory domains. These asymmetric movements suggest a mechanism for ATPase activation and substrate threading during disaggregation.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

To visualize the disaggregation process, we determined cryo–electron microscopy (cryo-EM) structures of a homohexameric ClpB variant in the presence of adenosine 5′-O-(3-thiotriphosphate) (ATP-γ-S), in empty and substrate-bound forms at a resolution of about 4.5 to 5 Å (fig. S1). For stable substrate trapping, we used a ClpB variant, BAP (5), with mutated Walker B motifs of both AAA+ domains (E279A/E678A) to prevent ATP hydrolysis (12), in the presence of ATP-γ-S. The BAP variant is fully functional in disaggregation (5) and shows an HX protection pattern identical to that of ClpB (6). As a model substrate, we used casein, a natively unfolded protein that requires neither DnaK nor active unfolding to engage with ClpB. The use of a double Walker B variant and ATP-γ-S causes the substrate to be stalled. However, the register and polarity of the substrate are not fixed. To interpret our reconstructions, we performed flexible refinement of the *E. coli* ClpB protomer atomic coordinates (6, 13) in the EM densities. Difference maps were generated between the density maps and the fits to isolate nucleotide and substrate densities.

The hexameric structure of ClpB–ATP-γ-S in the absence of the substrate, hereafter termed ground state, shows a remarkably asymmetric arrangement with different degrees of spiral distortion in the two AAA+ rings, capped by a largely undetectable NTD part with only one single visible and ordered subunit (Fig. 1A). The two AAA+ rings adopt different spiral arrangements, resulting in a tilt of the AAA1 relative to the AAA2 ring and extended AAA1-to-AAA2 linkers for protomers on one side of the hexamer and more compact stacking on the other (Fig. 1A). A 60° rotation between the AAA+ rings places the AAA1 domain of one protomer on top of AAA2 of the next one (Fig. 1B), providing a pathway for intersubunit communication.

The hand of the helical distortions in our structures is opposite to the recent cryo-EM structure of the Hsp104–AMPPNP hexamer (14) and to
the filaments formed in crystal forms of ClpB and Hsp104 (8, 13). Our structure is also different from the Hsp104-AMPPNP cryo-EM map, showing a continuous spiral arrangement of both AAA+ rings involving noncanonical interactions between neighboring AAA1 and AAA2 domains (14). Although our substrate-free, ground-state ClpB–ATP-g-S structure is very asymmetric, it does not form a continuous spiral, and the two AAA+ rings are separated. ClpB does not bind the substrate in the presence of AMPPNP, in contrast to ATP-g-S, as shown previously (15) and confirmed here for two different substrates and Hsp104 (fig. S2). Therefore, the ClpB–ATP-g-S structure presented here shows the ATP-induced substrate acceptor state.

The AAA1 subunits in the ground state are organized in a canonical AAA+ arrangement, with nucleotide density only in four adjacent protomers and two subunits (A and F) less tightly packed and nucleotide-free (Fig. 2C). The most asymmetric feature of the AAA1 layer is the density of regulatory MDs, most of which are well resolved. Three of six MDs show both blades of the coiled coil, known as motifs 1 and 2, forming inhibitory head-to-tail contacts (6–8), with motif 2 contacting motif 1 of the adjacent MD as well as the AAA1 of its own subunit (Fig. 2, A and C, and fig. S3A). Residues Y503 and E432, whose mutation give hyperactive and repressed phenotypes, respectively (7), are involved in the head-to-tail contacts (fig. S3A). MD contacts with the AAA1 domain of the same protomer include a large salt bridge network that controls ATPase and chaperone activity (fig. S3B) (8, 16), suggesting a pathway for allosteric communication. Of the remaining three MDs, motif 2 is not visible, whereas motif 1 is only visible in two subunits at a lower density threshold indicating increased dynamics, and interacts with AAA1 of the neighboring protomer as in Hsp104 (fig. S3C) (14). Tilting of motif 1 to interact with the adjacent AAA1 frees motif 2 for DnaK binding. This primes three of six MDs for DnaK interaction and activation of the ClpB ground state.

In the AAA2 ring, four subunits are tightly packed together, but the other two (A and F) are more mobile (fig. S1F) and displaced, creating a pronounced seam in the ring (Fig. 2B). The gaps created by their displacement leave three empty nucleotide pockets. The side of the ring corresponding to the seam is the one with the ordered and locked MDs, suggesting an allosteric interaction between MD conformation and nucleotide occupancy in AAA2, in which only protomers with a tilted, “active-like” MD conformation are nucleotide-bound and competent for ATP binding and hydrolysis.
Only one NTD of the ground state is visible and sufficiently defined for rigid body fitting (fig. S1F). The resolution is lower in this region (8 Å compared to 4 to 5 Å in the AAA+ domains), indicating that the NTD is more mobile than other regions. This single NTD plugs the channel entrance, preventing substrate engagement (Fig. 3A), thereby explaining a previous biochemical observation that the NTD controls substrate access to the ClpB pore (17). The NTD plug has its substrate-binding cleft (17) oriented toward the more tilted MDs, suggesting a regulated pathway for substrate handover from DnaK to the NTD and from there into the translocation channel (Fig. 3A). This conformation is radically different from that of hexameric Hsp104-AMPPNP, where NTDs form a large C-shaped surface available for substrate interaction at the entrance of a wide-open channel (14). Density for the other NTDs is ill-defined and only visible at a lower threshold, indicating that they are highly mobile and do not adopt a fixed conformation.

Our ClpB–ATP–γ-S structure represents a low-activity ground state with reduced nucleotide occupancy, explaining why this chaperone is an inefficient ATPase, with lower hydrolysis power compared to related Hsp100 chaperones (7). In addition, one NTD blocks the central pore of the ground state, rendering it inaccessible to substrates. Nevertheless, this state is concurrently primed for DnaK interaction and substrate delivery and thereby is an acceptor state competent for regulated activation.

Upon substrate interaction, ClpB–ATP–γ-S undergoes substantial conformational changes in the NTD region, AAA+ rings, and MDs, as well as global rigidification (fig. S1 and movie S1). Movement of seam protomers A and F narrows both AAA+ rings around the engaged substrate. Additionally, ClpB switches from a partially loaded (7 ATPs) to an almost fully loaded (11 ATPs) nucleotide state, consistent with ATPase activation by the substrate (Fig. 2, A and B, and fig. S4B) (18). This change is most pronounced in the AAA2 ring, which becomes fully occupied, in agreement with previous biochemical data indicating that AAA2 is the main ClpB motor and predominantly stimulated by the substrate (fig. S4B) (19). This is accompanied by rearrangements of the nucleotide pockets, effected by a corkscrew-like motion tightening the AAA2 ring in the region of subunits E, F, A, and B (movie S2).

Substrate binding also results in global ordering of MDs, which adopt a more repressed-like, horizontal, and docked conformation (Fig. 2, A and C) that favors DnaK dissociation upon substrate handover to ClpB. This could serve to avoid DnaK rebinding and further substrate recruitment during ongoing translocation. Furthermore, maximal ClpB activation, requiring DnaK and substrate binding, will be restricted to the initial phase of substrate handover, and ClpB will work at lower force during subsequent translocation. This is consistent with the weaker threading power of ClpB compared to the related unfoldases ClpA and ClpX, which has been linked to increased refolding yields of aggregated substrates (7, 20).

The NTDs of substrate-bound ClpB–ATP–γ-S are mobile (fig. S1F), but focused three-dimensional (3D) classification reveals diverse arrangements, with two to five NTDs visible and substrate interaction with one or two domains (fig. S5). In the best refining of 10 classes, three NTDs adopt a helical arrangement, with their hydrophobic substrate-binding cleft oriented toward the channel and the substrate interacting with two of them (Fig. 3, B and C). Thus, the NTDs move independently of the rest of the protein and interact with the substrate in a dynamic manner to funnel it toward the pore.

The difference map between the reconstruction of substrate-bound ClpB and the fit reveals a strong and well-defined density for casein in the central channel, making specific interactions from top to bottom of both AAA+ rings, over a distance of 70 Å (~18 substrate residues). The conserved tyrosine pore loops of AAA1 (L1; residues 247 to 253) adopt a staggered arrangement over 18 Å (Fig. 4). L1 of protomers B to E spiral around casein with ~6 Å axial steps between successive contacts. L1 loops of protomers A and F do not follow the regular spiral step (Fig. 4) but undergo large movements upon casein binding (10 and 5 Å for L1 of protomers A and F, respectively), closing the channel around the substrate. In the AAA2 ring, the conserved tyrosine loops (L2; residues 294) interact more weakly with casein (Fig. 4A). These additional loops provide continuity of interaction with the substrate in the gap between L1 and L2 loops (Fig. 4A). These additional loops undergo large movements upon casein binding (10 and 5 Å for L1 of protomers A and F, respectively), closing the channel around the substrate. In the AAA2 ring, the conserved tyrosine loops (L2; residues 294) interact more weakly with casein (Fig. 4A). These additional loops do not form a continuous staircase as described for Hsp104-AMPPNP (14). A second spiral of charged AAA1 loops underneath L1 loops (L1'; residues 284 to 294) interacts more weakly with casein (Fig. 4A). These additional loops provide continuity of interaction with the substrate in the gap between the L1 and L2 spirals. This loop is conserved in ClpA and ClpB and was shown to be crucial for substrate binding and processing in ClpA by mutation of key residues (A293 and G294) (21).

The most marked conformational change induced by the substrate is observed for the L2 loop of protomer F (L2F) at the seam. In the ground
Substrate translocation loop movements were also observed at the seam of the Vps4 structure, suggesting that sequential nucleotide hydrolysis around the ring is a common feature of AAA+ unfoldases and disaggregases. Marked pore engagement and threading by ClpB. The model was generated using the ClpB models from the present study and a Protein Data Bank (PDB) model of DnaK (4B9Q), docked to motif 2 of a tilted MD of ClpB using available structural information (10). In the case of empty ClpB–ATP-γ-S, the position of motif 2 of tilted MDs was extrapolated using the MD conformation of a horizontal MD docked into tilted motif 1.

Several double AAA+ ring complexes, such as VAT, Hsp104, and NSF, show split spiral to ring transitions, which are postulated to effect translocation via global changes in helical distortion (24, 26, 28). However, our ClpB structures both have closed rings with seams, with the two rings in different conformations. They directly show the conformational effects of substrate binding. In particular, the large pore loop movement and distortion of the seam subunit in AAA2 are consistent with biochemical data showing that AAA2 is the main motor of ClpB (fig. S4).

Together, these AAA+ protein unfoldases and disaggregases show common features of sequentially propagated translocation mechanisms involving seams or dislocations of the homohexameric rings, with specificities linked to a variety of different substrates requiring different pulling forces. Our ClpB structural snapshots illuminate key steps of protein disaggregation and substrate threading. They provide a pathway for regulated and directional transfer of aggregated substrates from DnaK to ClpB NTDs and subsequently to the ClpB pore, suggesting how the energy of ATP is used for regulated translocation of the extracted polypeptides during the reversal of aggregation.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Strains, plasmids, and proteins**

*E. coli* strains used were derivatives of MC4100. ClpB was amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR), inserted into pDS56, and verified by sequencing. Mutant derivatives of *clpB* were generated by PCR mutagenesis and standard cloning techniques in pDS56 and were verified by
sequencing. ClpB was purified after overproduction from *E. coli* ΔclpB::kan cells. ClpB wild-type and mutant variants were purified using Ni-IDA (Macherey-Nagel), following standard protocols, and size exclusion chromatography (Superdex 200) in MDH buffer [50 mM tris (pH 7.5), 150 mM KCl, 20 mM MgCl₂, 2 mM dithiothreitol (DTT)] supplemented with 5% (v/v) glycerol.

Purifications of DnaK, DnaJ, GrpE, and ClpP were performed as described previously (20). Pyruvate kinase of rabbit muscle, malate dehydrogenase of pig heart muscle, casein, and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)–casein were purchased from Sigma. Protein concentrations were determined with the Bio-Rad Bradford assay.

**Biochemical methods**

Disaggregation of 1 μM MDH aggregates, generated by incubation at 47°C for 30 min, was monitored by turbidity measurements using a PerkinElmer LS55 spectrophotometer. The disaggregation activity was analyzed by determining initial slopes of turbidity decrease in the presence of the DnaK chaperone system (1 μM DnaK, 0.2 μM DnaJ, and 0.1 μM GrpE) and 0.5 μM ClpB (wild type or mutants) and an ATP-regenerating system [2 mM ATP, 3 mM phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP), and pyruvate kinase (20 ng/μl)] in MDH buffer.

ATPase activities of ClpB (wild type and mutants; 0.5 μM; 2 mM ATP) were determined in MDH buffer in the absence or presence of the substrate (10 μM casein) using a NADH (reduced form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide)–coupled colorimetric assay (Sigma) by measuring the decrease of NADH absorption at 340 nm in a BMG Labtech FLUOStar Omega plate reader. Casein degradation assays were performed in the presence of BAP (1 μM), ClpP (1.5 μM), casein (20 μM), and an ATP-regenerating system [2 mM ATP, 3 mM PEP, and pyruvate kinase (20 ng/μl)] in buffer A [25 mM tris (pH 7.5), 75 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl₂, 2 mM DTT] and analyzed by SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and Coomassie staining.

Interaction of ClpB and Hsp104 (1.2 μM each) with IAANS (2-[4′-(iodoacetamido)anilino]naphthalene-6-sulfonic acid)–conjugated peptide B1 (AHAWHQGKTLFISRKYRIC; 100 nM) was monitored after incubation in buffer A for 15 min at 30°C in the absence or presence of nucleotides (2 mM). The fluorescence emission spectra of IAANS-labeled peptide B1 were recorded between 350 and 550 nm on a PerkinElmer LS55 spectrophotometer at a fixed excitation wavelength of 335 nm.

Interaction of ClpB and Hsp104 with FITC-casein (100 nM) was monitored by fluorescence anisotropy measurements using a BMG Biotech CLARIOstar plate reader. Samples were incubated in buffer A for 30 min at room temperature in the absence or presence of nucleotides (2 mM), and polarization of FITC-casein was determined in black 384-well plates (excitation, 482 nm; emission, 530 nm; target millipolarization units, 35). A sample containing FITC-casein only served as reference.

**Cryo–electron microscopy**

Purified BAP-DWB (0.7 mg/ml) was incubated in 25 mM tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 25 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl₂, 1 mM DTT, and 2 mM ATP–γ-S for 15 min at room temperature. For the casein-bound state, an excess of α-casein (0.6 mg/ml; Sigma) was added to the solution to maximize occupancy. Lacey grids coated with a thin carbon layer were glow-discharged in the presence of amylamine to improve the distribution of orientations adopted by the protein on the grids before application of the sample (3.5 μl). The vitrification was performed with Vitrobot (FEI), and the sample was blotted for 3 to 3.5 s and plunge-frozen in liquid ethane.

Images were collected using EPU software on a Titan Krios transmission electron microscope (FEI) operating at 300 kV, equipped with a Gatan K2 Summit direct electron detector and bioquantum energy filter with 20-eV slit. The defocus range was set between −1 and −3 μm, and the total dose was 50 electrons/Å². Pixel size was 1.39 Å/pixel for unbound BAP-DWB and 1.37 Å/pixel for casein-bound BAP-DWB.

**Image processing**

After initial sorting of the collected images, movie frames of each image were aligned using MotionCor2 (29) with 25 patches per image, and dose compensation was applied. The contrast transfer function was estimated with CTFFIND4 (30). Particles were picked with Gautomatch, and a data set of ~250,000 particles from 1800 micrographs was generated for unbound BAP-DWB (~500,000 particles from 3600 micrographs for casein-bound BAP-DWB). The initial data sets were subjected to reference-free 2D classification in Relion2.0 (31), and poorly resolved class averages were removed. For 3D processing of casein-bound BAP-DWB, the initial model was a 40 Å low pass–filtered map obtained from the PDB model of a previously determined EM reconstruction of a ClpB variant (4D2Q), where the flexible NTDs were removed. Several rounds of 3D classification were performed in Relion, yielding a more homogeneous set of ~230,000 particles. The resulting map was refined to an estimated resolution of 4.5 Å with the 0.143 Fourier shell correlation (FSC) criterion. Particles of the final map were transferred into cryoSPARC software (32) for ab initio 3D reconstruction and 3D refinement, yielding a comparable map at an estimated resolution of 4.5 Å with the 0.143 FSC criterion. For 3D processing of empty BAP-DWB, the initial model was the map obtained for casein-bound BAP-DWB low pass–filtered at 40 Å. Several rounds of 3D classification were performed in Relion, yielding a more homogeneous set of ~120,000 particles. The resulting map was refined to an estimated resolution of 6 Å with the 0.143 FSC criterion. Further classification and refinement were performed, which yielded the selection of ~60,000 particles that resulted in a 5 Å refined map. Both data sets of 120,000 and 60,000 particles were transferred into cryoSPARC software for ab initio 3D reconstruction and 3D refinement, yielding a map at an estimated 4.6 Å resolution with the 0.143 FSC criterion, containing ~60,000 particles. A flowchart summarizes image processing for empty and substrate-bound BAP-DWB in fig. S7. The local resolution was evaluated using the local resolution tool of Relion. There were marked variations in local resolution, especially in the empty complex, with lower resolution in the NTDs and MDs, as well as in the AAA+ domains on one side of the ring. Extensive 3D classification and particle sorting failed to improve the resolution, suggesting that it was limited by the flexibility of the complex rather than by the presence of several distinct conformations. Map segmentation for figures was done in UCSF Chimera using the Segger tool.

**Model building and refinement**

Initial models of the BAP-DWB monomer were generated using MODELLER 9.17 (33), with previously determined crystal structures of ClpB or ClpB domains as templates (PDB IDs: 4CIU, 1QVR, 4HSE, and 4LJ9). The crystal structure of *E. coli* ClpB (4CIU) was used as the main template, the crystal structure of *Thermus thermophilus* (1QVR) was used to model positions of the NTD, and the crystal structures of AAA1 and AAA2 of *E. coli* ClpB (4HSE and 4LJ9, respectively) were used to model the pore loops disordered in other crystal structures. Initial rigid body fitting of the monomers in the map was manually done in Chimera using the Fit in Map tool. iMOLDFT (34) was used for fitting involving large domain motions. Flex-EM (35) was then used for refinement of secondary structures and loops in the map. Energy minimization to fix
geometry was performed in Phenix (36). Quality and improvement of the fit were assessed with TEMPy (37) using the segment-based Manders’ overlap coefficient scores and segment-based cross-correlation scores (38). Quality of the fit in different regions is highlighted in fig. S8. For the ground state of ClpB, NTDs of subunits B to F, the linker between the NTD and AAA1 of subunit A, MD of subunit B, and motif 2 of the MDs of subunits C and D were not included in the final model because these regions are not defined in the map. For the substrate-bound state of ClpB, the NTDs were not included in the final model.
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